
Classroom exercise part 1: Using MyMaps and starting to create a situation 

picture within your group: 

1. Designate a group leader.

2. Choose an coastal area in your own country with the following components:

a. Proximately 5 km

b. Different beach types such as marshes, mangroves, sandy beaches, shallow

reefs, rocky parts and economic sensitivities (harbours, beach hotels e.g.)

c. Some locations which can give economic impacts if oiled

3. Group leader creates a new map in self-selected area in own country.

4. Group leader invites his/her national course colleagues to created map.

5. Establish the following map layers:

a. Surveillance and oiled beaches.

b. Observations - other than oiled beaches (e.g. oiled animals).

c. 2 oil slicks on water.

d. Photos.

e. Vulnerability and environmental information.

f. Recourses (e.g. depotes, boats, toilets, cars).

g. Other information.

6. Plot the following within the correct layers:

a. 2 oil slicks at sea which threatens the

coast line.

b. 3 photos.

c. Highlight an environmental area such as

a turtle beach or other vulnerable species

with link to an environmental online info

site (Does not have to be about turtles). If

environmental information site available

online, add link in the description box. (If

nothing available, just put in a link to

something else)

d. Plot 2 mangrove or marsh areas

(polygons) in order to highlight this in

your map.

e. Plot one shallow reef area (or other

vulnerable underwater area).

f. Plot one depot with equipment.

g. Plot 1 oil boom, for closing in oil in a bay

(think about the current in the area).

h. Plot 2 small work boats in the same area

as the boom.

i. Plot in area/spot suited for vacuum cars

in order to collect closed in oil (in bay, ref

h).



Classroom exercise part 2 - Acute phase (beach): 

Continue in map made in group work 1. The oil is still free floating (will/can  

re-mobilize). You still do not know about any oiled beaches. This group work focus 

on areas that can be influenced and whether some of the areas must be prioritized 

e.g. because of environmental vulnerability or not.

1. Find (national) vulnerability information related to the different positions in the area

you have chosen. (Including what you found in group work 1)

a. If online information, make link to these sites available in designated positions

in your map.

b. Prioritize the different positions/areas, based on available information on sea

currents (+ weather), vulnerability information, available logistics, accessibility

etc.

i. Which beaches/areas are most important to protect from oil?

ii. Is there locations in which you can sacrifice (suitable to concentrate

and collect oil)?

c. Plot in 1 boom in 3 different locations:

i. One boom to concentrate oil for collection (in a natural bay)

ii. One boom to divert oil past a vulnerable area

iii. One boom to completely protect a specific area (close the area in).

2. Plot the following in correct layers:

a. Area/spot suited for vacuum trucks in order to collect closed in oil (in bay, ref

c. i)

3. What type of equipment do you have available in which you can use in this area.

(From your national oil spill contingency plan)

4. What kind of equipment would you like to have?



Classroom exercise part 3 - Beach cleaning phase - SCAT: 

Continue in map made in group work 1 and 2. The oil is now stranded and the risk 

of re-mobilization is smaller. 

1. Plot beach surveillance etc etc (beach lines)

2. Based on the oiled beaches in your map – Prioritise the different oiled areas based

on available information on vulnerability information, available logistics etc.

3. Anything else you would consider important



Classroom exercise part 4: 5-point order

Based on your work in group work 1, 2 and 3, choose one “first priority” beach and 

make a work order for the personnel that shall conduct the cleaning there. Keep in mind 

that you should describe information that is important for this specific group of 

working personnel in their specific beach. Do not use many words e.g. describing the 

overall situation picture. 

1. Briefing on the situation
Orientation is given based on the information available at any given time. Status of the situation,
units in action, local situation - weather, tide etc (what, where, when..)

2. Mission
A brief description of the mission.

3. Plan and performance
A brief description in terms how the situation is to be handled based on evaluation information
available (how will the mission be solved).

4. Administration and supply service
Brief description of logistics; personnel (accommodation, dining etc) and material (need for
resources

5. Communications and management
Brief description of the spill management organization with responsibility and authority.
Description of the communication diagram - contact points
(where is your place in the organization, which contact point are in use, radio network, any
mobile number)
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